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war definition of war by the free dictionary - war w r n 1 a a state of open armed often prolonged conflict carried on
between nations states or parties b the period of such conflict c the techniques and procedures of war military science 2 a a
condition of active antagonism or contention a war of words a price war b a concerted effort or campaign to combat or put
an end to, war define war at dictionary com - cards a game for two or more persons played with a 52 card pack evenly
divided between the players in which each player turns up one card at a time with the higher card taking the lower and in
which when both turned up cards match each player lays one card face down and turns up another the player with the
higher card of the second turn taking all the cards laid down, strategy define strategy at dictionary com - 1 in military
usage a distinction is made between strategy and tactics strategy is the utilization during both peace and war of all of a
nation s forces through large scale long range planning and development to ensure security or victory tactics deals with the
use and deployment of troops in actual combat, war definition and meaning collins english dictionary - war definition a
war is a period of fighting or conflict between countries or states meaning pronunciation translations and examples, jensen
s web sources for wars world military history - web sources for military history by richard jensen march 2015 jensen is a
scholar with many books and articles he was professor of history for over 35 years at several schools including the
university of illinois harvard michigan west point and moscow state university, war holy war baker s evangelical
dictionary of biblical - war holy war dictionary definition verses and bible references on the topic of war holy war using
baker s evangelical dictionary of biblical theology online, military history and publications department of veterans - dva
preserves the history of australia s war service through a range of activities designed to commemorate and honour our
service men and women and ensure a continuing legacy researching the history of australia s war service an extensive
range of personal stories historical information and educational resources have been brought together within the anzac
portal website, military theory of war warfare theory principles of war - reviews of carnage and culture the military
leadership of the north and the south by williams usafa harmon memorial lecture 2 a short history of war online military
history of past 5000 years from army war college with some air war college additions sonshi com library online works by
machiavelli teddy roosevelt caesar mahan frederick the great sherman xenophon marcus, military industrial complex
dictionary by merriam - recent examples on the web along the way we are given an insider s look at the 1950s military
industrial complex and the ease and informality with which academia the military intelligence agencies and industry
collaborated phil lapsley wsj the cryotron files review taking the cold war to subzero 11 oct 2018 the data allowed those
outside the military industrial complex, air war college military index to the internet internet index - 1 9 101 dod 101
almanacs of the services and other basics 4th generation warfare 3 block war strategic corporal 9 11 documents reports and
commissions
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